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THREE COLLEGE MEN
REACH FINALS IN
DEBATE TOURNAMENT

Notice Of Election!
Voting on the Amendment for allowing Freshmen representatives on the

Advisory Board, and also
for the Homecoming Queen
and Princesses will be held
Balch, Grieve, Plachta
on next Wednesday, March
Reach Finals In Yearly
26, at the East End of the
C. P. S. Invitational
first floor HaU.
A llregistered students
Three men and a girl attended
Invitational
Delta
Kappa
are eligible to vote.
the Pi

Junior Debate tournament held at
the College of Puget Sound last
Friday and Saturday March 14 and
15. The College took five positions in the finals of the tournament, Roscoe Balch placing third
in Oratory, Impromptu, and Extemporaneous speaking. Bob Grieve
and Al Plachta reached the finals
in Extemporaneous speaking and

I

HOMECOMING POLLING
WILL TAKE PLACE
NEXTMID- WEEK

"AH, DEAR ROGER,
WE'VE FOUND HIM;
-AND JULIE, ALSO"
Miss Fuller Completes
Play Cast; "June Mad"

400th Jesuit Anniversary Will Be Celebrated
Nationwide This Sunday By 100,000 Alumni
First Teaching Order
Founded By Saint Is
Champion Of Studies

To Be Ala Penthouse

By MARY WILLIAMS

MRS. GEIS DONATES
FLAG TO COLLEGE

A dashing, debonair soldier,
Flag Draped Casket
wounded in battle, lay in bed
meditating on his frivolity and Of Deceased Son
Mrs. G .Geis, mother of the late
is a member of the Penthouse uselessness. While recuperat- Lt. John Geis, has presented an
Players at the University of Wash- ing from his injuries he was American flag to Seattle College,
ington, has been searching for the inspired with zeal to serve as announced today by Father
James B. McGoldrick, Dean. This
past two weeks for talented playChrist.
flag was originally given to the
ers to complete the cast.
Two coveted parts for the new

drama production, "June Mad"
have been filled according to Miss
Fuller, director. Miss Fuller, who

Seattle College Alums
Will Participate In
Local Mass, Program
By 808 LaLANNE
Friday, Mar. 21.— One hundred thousand Alumni of
American Jesuit Colleges and
Universities will celebrate the
400th Anniversary of the Society of Jesus on Sunday,
Mar. 23, by observing a national communion.

Bill Herman, Freshman, will So that soldier, Ignatius Loyola Geis family by the Army Air corps.
Seattle, the great occasion will
take the role of Roger, a hand- retired from a worldly life and It draped the casket of Lt. Geis In
opened
at St. Joseph's Church
be
who
in
airplane
was killed an
crash
some young collegian who wooes began to live in austerity and
His Excellency, Bishop Gerthe ladres quite effectively. The prayer.But it wasn't as simple as near Morton, Washington, early whenShaughnessy,
ald
S. M., Jesuit
Oratory respectively.
part of Julie, also an important that- Many years of sickness and this year.
Seventeen colleges participated Stuffing of the ballot boxes is role, is filled by Margaret Scheu- poverty were endured before he John Geis was the brother of Alumnus of Boston College, celevoting
bert, Senior.
in the tournament which was re- not to be allowed, but the
finally received his degree in arts Rita Geis, a freshman at Seattle brates the 8 o'clock Mass for loCollege. He attended this insti- cal Jesuit Alumni.
stricted to those who have had will be heavy on next Wednesday. The first rehearsal for this play and theology.
tution for three years, and during This will be followed by a spectwo years or less debate exper- For on Wednesday, the Seattle was held Tuesday night and showed
he
came
to
know
studying
While
Homecoming Queen and
College
Encompetition.
days here made a remarkable ial Communion breakfast at which
in
his
collegate
intimately several others who unitience
will be chosen. much promise. The play produced
chastity record for himself. He was liked the Honorable Judge Charles P.
tries were permitted in Debate, her princesses
ed
with
him
in
vows
of
penthouse
style,
in
will
be
new
Oratory, Extemporaneous and Im- Seniors will be forced to choose to the Seattle College audience. and poverty and they planned a by both the membersof the faculty Moriarty will speak. In a stateone of the three lovely girls
ment to Thomas Duffy, Seattle
and the student body.
promptu speaking.
As yet no definite date has been pilgrimage to the Holy Land.
Seattle College debaters, Roscoe Nora Brown, Eileen Mcßride, and set for the opening night but it has But the Turkish War made this Commenting on the donation of College Alumni president, Judge
as Queen.
Margaret
impossible, so the group offered the flag, Fr. McGoldrick said: "The Moriarty urged all alumni to atBalch and Bob Grieve, won four CompetingScheubert
the title of Junior been tentatively put as the first
for
in
debates
which
out of the six
their services to the Pope. In 1541 faculty and student body are deep- tend communion as a best way to
two weeks in May.
Ellen
Mary
Petrich,
are:
princess
gift of the commemoratethe work of the Jesuthey participated. In Oratory, RosBill Orland, who plays the role the Pope approved the society and ly appreciative of the
during the last 400 years.
coe Balch won third place with his and Madelyn Pacquin. Sophomores of Dr. Wood, says enthusiastically, their great work began. It was American flag from the family of its
must choose between Mary Schiltz
Serving at this breakfast will
soon
flag
Geis.
This
shall
be
Of
John
Coming
"The
activities
oration on
Doom
the first order whose
and Betty Connell, while either "I think it far surpasses anything were devoted to the cause of edu- displayed on our flag-pole and shall be members of the Seattle College
Western Civilization," and Al Helena
seen at the College so far."
or
Rita
Gels
will
Brown
remind us of our beloved country women's honorary, the Silver
cation.
Plachta reached the finals with an
be the lucky freshman girl. Many
and of how wellits principles were Scroll.
later,
Cather400
the
SoToday,
years
on
"Intolerance."
oration
will be cast, for enthusiasm
votes
Not only in Seattle, but all over
in his life."
incorporated
"Democracy."
ciety
champion
of Jesus is still the
ine Mayer orated on
the proponents and
runs
as
United States, prominent Cathhigh
the
the
then,
of Education. Today, as
Bob Grieve and Roscoe Balch opponents of each candidate line
olic laymen will be speaking to
spirit and vows of St. Ignatius still
reached the finals in Extempor- up their factions.
the gathered college graduates.
prevail. Instead of a mere handful
aneous speaking and Roscoe took
Many
of these men will be heard
Co-chairman
of
what
expected
is
to
of men offering their services
third place in Impromptu speakover a nation-wide radio hookup
30,000
to be the biggest homecoming ever
over
Pope,
the
there
are
ing.
Father Keenan is giving a reto be carried locally between the
At the Gavel Club meeting of held at Seattle College are: Miss treat at Forest Ridge this week. men offering their services to the The Wednesday evening meeting hours
of 9 and 10 a. m. over staMcGowan,
and
Joe
Wednesday Roscoe Balch and Al Peggy Ann
During his absence his three classes world.
of the Gavel Club took on an in- tion KOL.
Plachta delivered the orations McMurray. They are going busily are being taught by Fathers Mc- From among these men, the best formal aspect with orations as the Principal speakers will be the
which they wrote for the tourna- ahead with their plans and are Goldrick, Peronteau and Carmody. have been chosen to be instructors program. "Intolerance," was the Honorable Herbert O'Conor, govment After a two weeks' rest casting out their lines now for The retreat will close next week at Seattle College. The training subject of orator Al Plachta. Ros- ernor of Maryland, alumnus of
the Intercollegiate debate squad their committees. These commit- and he will take over his classes which they give is not only acad- coe Balch spoke on "The End of Loyola College, Baltimore; Dr.
emic but religious as well. These Western Civilization."Both speakwill meet several more schools in tees and committee chairmen are on the 24th
Atellio H. Giannini, chairman of
fcf March.
to be announced in the near future,
devoted their lives to
regular competition.
Father Keenan finished his de- men have
finalists in the tourna- the board of the Bank of America,
ers
were
is
indecause;
energy
as are further plans for the home- gree last
their
their
autumn at Oxford. Since fat^?ehle,
ment held at C.P.C. in Tacoma on alumnus of University of S. F.;
I
their jud^mejit is sound, March 12 and IS.
■
■
coming to Seattle he li»s shown" a
and William F, O'Neil of Akron,
knowledge
is
supply
of
and
their
far,
So
no definite date has been great interest in public speaking.
Interesting the feminine contin- alumnus of Holy Cross College.
abundant.
set, but the tentative date is
the question
All those participating in the
Yes, four centuries later the So- gent at the college is
from April 29th to May 3. Plans so all you Seniors, Juniors, Sophs,
for
26.
"Resolved: celebration will be paying respectscheduled
March
unchanged
remains
ciety
of
Jesus
celebrations
homecoming
for the
and Frosh do your bit next WedThat woman suffrage, like prohi- ful tribute to the great Saint Igthis year are very extensive but nesday. Vote for your favorite, ina worldof change and confusion. bition, was a mistake."
natius of Loyola, who, over four
changed
personnel
has
chief among them are those for and may the best man win. Inci- True, the
upheld
affirmative
will
be
hundred years ago became inspired
The
underlying
fundamenthe banquet and homecoming dentally, don't forget to put your but not the
by Ted Mitchell and Bill Moran. by the life of Christ and conceived
of
years
Four
hundred
tals.
X in the little square that says
At the Sodality meeting on Fri- dance.
is no small record and Defending the women will be two the tiny Society of Jesus which
The important part now is to "yes" or "no" for the proposed achievement
day, March 20, entertainment will
easily
expect —many more alumnae: Anne McKinnon, and today has grown and extended to
one can
provide fun for all. The entertain- choose the Queen and her court, amendment to the constitution.
every corner of the globe.
"Ad Ma- Ellen McHugh.
progress
of
centuries
ment is to be organized on the
jorem Dei Gloriam."
same lines as that introduced in
CROSSING THE BAR
the meeting of January 30 when
the group was addressed by Fr.

...

. ..

Faculty Member Leads
Forest Ridge Retreat

Gavelers To Debate
On Woman Suffrage

Fun For All At
Sodality Meeting;
German Girl To Speak

Have You Done Your Part To
be Make This Dream Come True?
a new

Toner.

Not only will this meeting
important as introducing
mode of entertainment to Sodality
circles but it has scheduled as its
guest speaker Martha Glowania,
former head of the Sodality in Germany. Miss Glowania's talk will
show the works and good deeds of
the Sodality in Germany.
Sodality heads state that the
meeting will prove interesting from
every angle. Those who attend
the meeting in which Fr. Toner
spoke are eager to see how this
Friday evening's entertainmentwill
be. It is known that many benefits have been gained at all Sodality meetings, but this new form of
entertainment has everyone tense
with excitement.

WisconsinEmployment
Bureau ShowsProof
To Effectiveness

—

MADISON, Wis. (Special).
During the past 14 years, enough
(students have been placed in jobs

by the University of Wisconsin
Student Employment bureau to
populate the average second class
city

in Wisconsin.

"Approximately

54,000

place-

were made from 1925
through 1939," declared Miss Marion E. Tormey, manager of the
student employment bureau. "In
addition, 5,716 students have work-

ments

ed on the NYA program since it
was organized in 1934."
More than 60 per cent of the
students attending the university
are partly self-supporting. In a
survey made last fall, 28 per cent
of the student body indicated that
they were wholly self-supporting,
while 31 per cent declared they
were half self-supporting.
In 1939 there were 4,145 placements made by the bureau, Miss
Tormey pointed out. In addition
to this there were 1,229 students
working on the NYA program in
University departments and with
various city organizations.

Shoe Fitters Are
Needed For Work;
craftsmen fashHigh above the ground, we see
which Bureau Booms
ioning intricate designs in the beautiful white
reality,
but
the
our
dream
nears
building.
Daily
our new
expert

stone

tops

...

If your name isn't among the followjob isn't finished
ing, then yours isn't finished yet either!
Bernice Gaffney
Louise Arnone
M. E.Galliven
Larry Albright
Loretto Ganzales
Mike Alfieri
Dick Greive
Walter Aklin
Bob Greive
Bud Bader
George Grebanicoff
Baillargeon
Tom
Glowania
Martha
Berard
Bill
Alberta
Greive
Beiridge
Bill
Gately
Rosalie
Beyer
Teresa
Mary Frances Grossman
Ruth Brand
Sherlee Hansen
William Brennan
Hoeschen
Larry
Juanita Brown
William
Haines
Tony Buhr
Iverson
L.
Lloyd Butler
V. M. Jenson
Rodney Burgh
John Katona
Alphonse Benson
Nora Keavy
Mary Ellen Beyer
Bill Kelly
Lorna Carlson
Jean Kennard
Ed Carney
Mark Knowlton
Margaret Carroll
Charles Kruse
Pat Chambers
Kumhera
Bettie
Lorraine Cobb
,
Kashmark
Clare
Cunningham
Ethel
Russell Kent
Larry Cunningham
Paul Klel>
John Daly
Joanne
Larseii
Abner De Felice
rl
La
R'viere
K»
K. Deloughery
MacFarland
W.
Fred Diehl
Gregor MacGregor
Mary Doherty
Katherine Maguire
Gcnevieve Dore
-lane Marx
B. J. Dunham
Catherine Mayer
Jerry Dragovich
Joe
McArdle
Deming
Pierson
McDonald
Loretta
Mrs. Evans
Marielene
McGinnis
Bee Farrell
Ida Fuchs
(Continued on Page 4)

Mrs. Leonard has done a mar-

velous job of getting the employment bureau on a working basis.
Among the students who have
found work through this bureau
are: Ruth McCloy, who has secured a position at Frederick and

Nelson's; Phil Austin, Frank Gloss-

by, and Bob Green are working at
Mannings. Tom Nielson is working at Boeings and Rosemary Bischoff takes care of children during
the evenings. Several other students are working at Penney's, Puget Sound News, and Sears and Roebuck.
At the present time there are
some openings for boys who have
had experience selling women's
shoes. There are also some openings for girls who wish to work
for their room and board and a
little compensation.
For those who are interested, to
register for a full time job you
pay $2.50 and give 5rA of your
first salary. The students who
wish to register for part time jol>s
pay $1.00 to register. Those jobf
are not guaranteed.

Bishops Medal Will
Again Be Given To
High Philosophers
In accordance with the precedent
established last year, Bishop
Shaughnessey will again present a
medal to the senior with the highest nvark in oral examinations to
be given in Philosophy and Religion.

ONE OF RADIO'S best bets is the ensemble singing of
Fred Warinjj's Glee Club, feature of Chesterfield's "Pleasure
Time" broadcasts five nights weekly over N.B.C. stations.
Waring, who originated the organ-like technique used universally with glee clubs, professional and scholastic, spends
hoursinthe arrangement ofeachensemblenumber. The whole
band is drilled to perfection in these vocal get-togethers.
tentitavely set for the first week
in May. The medal will be given
at the graduation exercises to be
held in the Providence Auditorium.
To prepare for the examination,
Seniors may obtain old papers and
copies of these from the Librarian

Exams For Positions
OF EXAMINATION
CITY OF SEATTLE

NOTICE

Series 415

Applications will be received up
in addition to their own notes.
to 5 p. m., Monday, March 24, 1941,
Last year the first medal was for
the following examinations:
won by Joe Le Grand, a pre-med Recreation Instructor, original;
student, who is now continuing his
Recreation Instructress, original;
studies at a medical college in Ore- Junior Recreation Instructor,
gon. Second highest in last year's original;
examination was Maxanna Keene Junior Recreation Instructress,
who was prominent in Glee Club, as original;
accompanist for th trio, and the
I'lay Leader, original;
radio broadcasts last spring.
Senior Recreation Attendant,
This medal is a great honor for original;
the brilliant person who wins it Junior Recreation Attendant,
and another indication of the ever- original.
increasing interest of His ExcelApply in person at 605 Countylency, the Bishop, in our growing City Building for application blank
Seattle College.
and official bulletins.
By order of the Civil Service
The perennial favorite, Jack Commission of the City of Seattle.
ROY A. PALM,
Benny, and the stories of "Th c
Chief Examiner & Secretary.
Night Editor" will add to Sunday

Kaeh Senior must appear before
board of three men, who are
heads of the various departments
of religion and philosophy. The
date for the examinationhas been entertainment.
a

City Will Conduct

.
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Water Boy
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EDITORIAL STAFF

—-

Gregor MacGregor
Mary Williams
Bob LaLanne
Bill Urrritlgt-

...

...
Agrees

Dance Girl

Climate
With
Native New Yorker

Ensign Prause Just an Overgrown Boy— Says
He; States His Ambition Is To Rescue People

Editor-in-Chief

the Coast Guard," his soft South- course at the Academy is stiff,
By Marjorie Staples
News Editor
ern voice continued, "but we need fundamentally electrical engineerFeature Editor Hubert 11. Prause. Jr., Ensign, officers. Kvery ship should have ing, and rates higher than either
-...
Sports Editor United States Coast Guard, again eight; at present, five are carrying df the United States Military or
College. Last Jan- on. Since 1937, two cadets have Naval Academies.
High school'
DeFelice,
Mary
Doherty, B. visited Seattle
NEWS STAFF— Dick Bammert, Abner
showed
uary,
he
a movie to a num- come
chemistry and physics are preSeattle each year
J. Dunham, Catherine McHale, Bill Moffa*. Mary Ellen Nachtsheim, ber of students; this time he sat which from
is a mighty good average requisites to entrance. Upon graduLouise Sm>the, Rosemary Weil, Betty Weil, Juanita Brown, Rodney across from me in Father McGold- in :il)0 cadets! The four- year ating, two years at lineman (that
Burgh, Be mice Gaffney, Mary Hughes, Beverly Bell, Marieleno rick's office, talking r.ipidly, eagdeck officer who does the navierly, of his eight thousand mile Big Tootsies
McGinis.
gating- and runs the ship) are retour which has taken him through
quired before the Ensign can go
MarBeyer,
Kelly,
Eberharter,
Mary
FEATURES— BiII
Joe
Ellen
nearly every state in the union.
into the Air Corps, engineering or
garet Scheubert, Frances McGuire, Catherine Mayer, Marjorie
"We're just overgrown boy
enter training at Pensacola. With
Staples, Pat Cramer.
scouts
that's what we specialtheir permanent commission as Engood turns,"' he exSPORTS— BiII Berridge, Doc Schweitzer, Bob Dempsey.
ize in
sign, the Academy graduates also
—
plained. "As Cadet Publicity Ofreceive a B.S. degree and the rank
TYPISTS Lucy Savage, Ida Ganzini, Pat Murphy.
ficer, I'm here to create interest The past two weeks have given and pay of the ensigns in the
Beyer.
HEADLINE EDlTOR— Teresa
in the Coast Guard Academy at an excellent opportunity for the Navy, or Second Lieutenants in the
BUSINESS STAFF
New London, Connecticut. Boys feminine world to examine each Army. Promotion and pay from
Business Manager between the ages of seventeen and others' spring finery as well as there on parallels that of the
Ted Blanchette
.'.
Navy."
Manager twenty-two have a good oppor- vie with it.
Circulation
Staples
Marjorie
As it appears now, everything The musical cadence of Ensign
tunity to do themselves a service
Exchange
Manager
has gone military. Of course there Prause's
Tony Buhr
as well as their fellowmen."
modulatedaccent rose and
Mmimn "» national UMHMM ■»
Ensign Prause is really just a is the usual number of fluffy, be- fell as his lithe fingers flipped
flowered
hats
but
as
a
general
Service,
rule through pages of material. His
Inc.
boy himself. He passed his enNationalAdvertising
C.ollif PuHi'Am Riprtuntatiw Y.
trance examination as a lad from all are strictly tailored. Really,
like his speech are swift,
— actions
NBW YORK. N.
4£O MADISON AVI.
Norfolk, Virginia, and graduated though, practically anything goes
sure,
and
definite. He punctuates
■
ioi
«i«til
"«»
mahchco
cmcmo ■oiroa
from the Academy in 1939. During in the hat world this spring from
(Continued on Page 4.)
that time he earned the title of South Sea Island straws to WyoIntercollegiate Lightweight Boxing ming Wood felts. They are big
— and The Letter
Jerks and Jokes
Champion of New England. Slen- Sloppy or tiny and droopy take
der, dark and handsome, he fol- your choice, gals. (This is a swell
lowed up with a year as lineman year to get out those old chapeaux
on the US.S. Modoc, stationed at and drape them with a new veil
Editor
North Carolina, and five months or two.)
on the U.S.S. Onondaga, stationed Dull monotones in pastels are
at Astoria, but now waiting at tops but of course the traditional
March 17, 1941
anchor in Bremerton for his return. splash prints in gay arrays of color Mr. Robert LaLanne,
"We have 22,000 enlisted men in still go. Waistlines are slim but Feature Editor,
good! Long torso effects help a
California Kicks
Seattle College Spectator
lot in perfecting this line.
The rain goes on and on and how do you like it? With or
Man-tailored jackets are every Seattle College
woman's wish for spring those Dear Mr. LaLanne:
without wind? If there is anything worse than when it's
jackets that extend into eternity Honestly now, Mr. LaLanne,
raining cats and dogs, it's hailing taxies.
and give that ultra-streamlined don't you think it a bit pre* * * ♥
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Grab The Old Easter
Bonnet And Be Tops

..
....

_

,

-

-

-

—
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Robinson Answers

Brother Buhr's
Weekly Readers Dry Jest

Feature

—

—

—

—

"I like Seattle College, and I
hink all the kids are just perfect,"
lincerely stated Helen O'Neill,
striking freshman glimpsed about
;he campus. A native of New
fork, Helen is nevertheless fairly
istablished in Seattle. She hasn't
ret decided on a major, but it may
>c Sociology, for her interests lie
n that field as well as singing.
"I've sung all over," confessed
lelen, grinning
Her large
imerald eyes startle a person with
"Including
heir penetration
he 'Show Boat,' 'Caballero,' and
Ship's Cafe' in Olympia," she
idderi impishly. "I'm just waiting
'or a break. My great ambition is
o sing in a nice, big night club in
■Jew York. There isn't much money
n the profession, but it is a lotta
'un! Another one of my ambitions
s
don't laugh, I'm serious
s to have six children." Helen's
mr, throaty laughter pealed forth
rom between vivid lips.
"Yea, Ilove
" classical music," she
:ontinued, and Ienjoy Glen Miler's orchestra; Idon't mind housevork, but Iloathe cooking or sevvng. Along sport lines, outside of
lothes, I revel in swimming, also
kiing. I love to jitterbug, and I
vant a convertible. Iguess that
fives you a light sketch of me,
luh?" Her shrewd eyebrows rose
luestioningly, appealingly. "A pet
leeve? Have I! Let's see
how
o describe it
words can't
eally do it justice
it's those
ncidents where smart little boys
vhistle or crack remarks as a girl
yalks by
mean?"
know what I
Do we! And our heartiest thanks
o you, Helen, for your splendid
lerformance in the Variety Show.

...
.. .

...

...

.... .. ...

...

Who Is Nobody

...
As In

glare.
sumptive
a
Wedgies popular or not, are in though he be one
the most
again, but other styles, too. Feet
school
able
in
the
are to be dressed in shoes most
did, the modesigned to give that smallness to to impugn, as you
* * ♥*
three seniors? I'm
the foot that every female so de- tives
not suggesting, sir, that the
sires.
care;
Itreat her gently, with loving
In the Catholic schools a written
Saddle color in all leathers— seniors are impeccable. Far catechism constitutes one of the
Without her company, life is bare
Our lord and master speaks namely— gloves, shoes, bags, belts,
say
itl But Ido
that be- textbooks. In the secular schools
'Ten lines for this cut. That's all etc., is the predominating shade.
My love for her will never die,
you indict, even by in- and universities there is no written
it;
is
questions
there to
no one
his This, no doubt,, is not only because timation,
the quartet so subt- catechism. But there is an unFor darn good pipes are hard to buy.
decision, no one dares to refuse. of the cheerful color but
because ly lampooned in the last issue written one. If that catechism
So we guess, we dream, finally we the everpopular Army Saddle Soap
Life
* » *Livingston
the Spectator, that you be were tn he put into writing, it
tear hair 'till it isn't on straight can be used for cleaning.
«
to sup- would look and read somewhat as
able to produce
"It's the little things in life that tell," said Beri Berridge, as she any more. By that time he decides Fashions, this spring, are about port your charges.
follows:
that
want
he
doesn't
the
lines
after
the same this year as every other
kicked her little brother, Bill, out from under the sofa.
L Q. Who made the worldT
consideration,
all.
may
*
your
For
year in that everything takes on
» ♥ ♥
A. Npbody made the world.
P.S.: We think it's a poor'fel- that lighter-than-air look in styles I
suggest that Mr. Bammert 2.
Who is nobody
Q.
7
Two spinsters were discussing men. "What would you de- low making up his incompletes that are suited to the individual.
McMurray
have nevand Mr.
A. Nobody is the creater of
quarter.
brain,
wealth,
asked
from
last
appearance?"
or
sire most in a man
Have you gotten; your outfit yet ? er taken chemistry. Mr. Kelthe earth and of all things.
ly and Mr. McMurray were 3. Q. What is man?
Gne.
"Darling, why is a woman's mind always cleaner lhan a man's?"
"Don't know, why?" replied fens friend.
"Because my dear," he answered, "A woman changes it more often."
W. W. Collegian.

for

—

freshmen
of

freshman
of
—

Wordly Wisdom
Un writtenCatechism

from
fore

of

facts

—

—

...

"Appearance," snapped the other, "and the sooner the
—
better!" The Exponent.

* *

—

♥ *■

"Do you girls really like conceited men better than the other kindT"
Co-ed: "What other kind?" Exchange.

* * * *

Kissing spreads disease, it's stated; so kiss me, kid, I'm

vaccinated.
»

—

* *

"Honest" John

elected by students and facul-

Press Parade With
Views On The News
By Bob La Lanne

♥

One hen said to another as the farmer went by: "There's the sr.uy
Their man "Honest" John RobI'm laying for." Exchange.
inson answers back in a letter
* » * *
appearing elsewhere on this page.
Read his letter now, if you haven't
Of all the things I'd like to do,

the K.C. Can't you imagine the
big dance being held in the local
gym. Maybe someone is fooling,
then again it would hurt none of
yet.
us to get interested enough to
Henceforth,. Mr. Robinson, every check up on this Homecoming
suc-

Ithink it would be fun
To take my doggone nose apart
To see what makes it run.
Tech Reporter

ty ta an honor society whose

primary criterion of judgment
is loyalty to Seattle College:
you?
Mr. Kelly andMr. McMurray,
A. Nobody knows.
as seniors, can aspire to' no~ .">. Q. How shall we know the
things which we are to befurther offices, and there is
no chance for "graft" in the
lieve?
A. We shall know the things
A. S. S. C, thus they have no
which we are to believe from
political ax to grind, and no
what we read in newspapers
reasons' for iniquitous conand
magazines and from what
duct.
hear on the radio.
Iwon't defend myself, sir, 6 (weHow
did nobody create
J.
but Ithink you were hasty
the earth and all things?
in condemning, even in the
A. Nobody created the earth
spirit of humor, {someone
and all things by means of
might think you really meant
evolution.
l 7. Q. Who were the first man
it), these students.
and woman?
If the foregoing consideraA. The first man and woman
tions are insufficient to conwere two monkeys.
vince you that these men are 8. Q.
Who alone are infallible?
pure of motive, then, F am
A. Professors and scientists
sure, any of the "present camalone are infallible.
pus political powers" will pa- 9. Q. What do you mean by the
tiently acquaint you with the
infallibility of professors and
history and intricacies of stuscientists?
A. By the infallibility of profdent government at Seattle
essors and scientists, I mean
College so that you will come
that when teaching in the
to realize that if anyone is
fields for which they have resincere, these "powers" are.
ceived Ph.D.'s they cannot err.
Yours for continued and in- 10. Q. What happens to man after
creased loyalty and service to
death?
Seattle College!
A. After death man becomes
Sincerely,
fertilizer.
JOHN F. ROBINSON (From the magazine America.)

underclassman will cower before cess.
* * *
these "Stars of Purity." Hence
forth every underclassman in Name Bands
school will dare not doubt that
* * * ♥
your political powers strew the "Doc" Schweitzer, Dick Bammert,
is;
know)
(as
soap,
soap
you
and
posies of their policies unashamed and I were discussing the posIt is said that flattery is 90 Vr
of
High
Kodak.
before all. Henceforth the under- sibilities play bringing a big name
lye.
90%
Everett
at one of our dances
* * ♥ «
■ lassiiKiii will genuflect before the band to
year and the possibilities are
next
staggered mighty oratory of the "everyone not as remote as one might think.
How do you like this one of the inebriate who
gets a square deal" boys. Hence—
Let the idea play around in your
Ninety-six
stepped
off.
forth Why Mr. Uohiuson: Just
up to an open elevator shaft and
mind for a moment can you see
type
indignantly
what
of ignorant rational* do the publicity it
stories he fell. On floating to a stop, he looked
would garner the
you
take
the
underclassman
for?
College? The fun? The prestige?
up and yelled: "I shaid up, not down."— Forham Ram.
you
Do
think
because
one
your
of
* * ♥ *
broadcasting angles? The
esteemed standing sayx all ih cream The
chances
a
qualifications
for
and pudding that those who see throwing of financial success by
The dance director asking a chorine for her
the affair open to the
Exchange
"Blitzkrieg" politics are going to public?
read
and
writhe."
shagging job, is coyly informed: "I can
* * * *
* » *
blot it out of their minds? No,
Mr.
Robinson,
your
I
don't
think
Icheerfully discover that Ihave filled out my allotted fine curtain of words is going to Local Sherlocks
space, and so Imust say, as does the Californian in refer- change the viewpoint of a moving All you boyH who handled the
reference books so carefully some
group of underclassmen.
ence to a southern cloudburst: "This is Adieu!" —Tower.
time ago don't worry too much
Seniors
Sad
about
the local investigation bureau
To all the new faces around instituted by
Hillenbrand. You
looking
school: Some ancient
sen- see, the ideaMr.
might be intimately
iors will possibly tell you that the
connected with a colossal frameup
By Bill
cow of school interest will be possibly for publicity
for
a
certime
reach
dry
by
you
milked
the
tain club.
The other day, on the lawn, rethe Junior year. In other words
laxing under the warm insinuation
by
the
time
have
been
here
ydu
going to win the heart
of the sun, I was startled to see
About this time we began to wonder who's
two years the school will be "old Singing Songtitler
If stuff,"
pitching
are
both
in
there
a charming little pageant tumble
Johnny
and
Griffin?
Mike
Betty
Of
there will be nothing left
the
by
she's
down the stone steps leading to
lately
it's
because
Mary Murphy has been skipping classes
for you to conquer. If they are
the campus ending up in a very
It looks referring to the personal glory
telephone waiting for Tom Vivien to call from N'Yawk
satisfying tangle of legs and textfrom
where
we
stand
St.
they
are right,
tnglfl then maybe
like Lillian Zucco plus Larry Hoeschen
books,
I'at's Day found Nena Moran celebrating her recovery from measles but Ithink most of us have not
"Break anything?" I called
Hal Young is forgotten greatest satisfaction Let's Dance! !
l>y liaging Irish ballads in German surroundings
sympathetically.
sacrifice and Hold ev'rthing, chillun,
threatening dire consequences if we tell that he and a very bee-yoo- comes only when wePerhaps
'n answer "Not where it will show," she
the this
park. Our Super-Spy work for others.
the
through
strolling
puzzler.
replied, struggling to her feet and
were
seen
little
l.londe
ti-ful
have for- "What famous man, whose init- limping over. "Your concern
Lorna Carlson, who is now fourth year intellectuals
was behind some Venetian blinds, Hal
they
might
satisfy
Bill Staple- gotten that
ials are K. X., and who incident- touches me. May Isit down?"
Mrs. John Galeotti, is in San Francisco and very huppy
their urge for new fields to con- ally, is coming to Seattle next "Do that," Isaid, leering faintly
"Improveof
Volunteer
Park
president
the
lon was last week elected
quer by working* for
week, conducts a top orchestra and around the edges. But you're on
* others.
Madelyn
It seems that
ment" Company, and we can prove it— ask
a college of mutucal knowledge?
your own, what with the end of
Monday
last
spent
Keithenrath,
and Ida Ganzini
Marty Kindall. Verna
Rumors?
you're right, it's test week and spring and all."
Thai's
right,
Marching tof ■ Gypsy but Gypsies must be pretty rare because they 1 have it from supposedly reput- the nl' professor, Kay Kyßer and "You wouldn't dare!" she fluttercouldn't find one. As we always say, "Better luck next time"
able authority that due to lack of In-- famous "makes you " wanna- Ed, screaming expectantly. "What's
Providence has student interest, lack of coopera- dance" music."
that you're reading? A book?"
It's with regret that we say Goodbye to Tot Forhan.
Wouldn't it tion, and primarily to a glaring
Have you ever turned student "Yes," Ireplied, wondering how
claimed hi-i for its own and she's no longer with us
spelling out deficiency in the budget, our great for a night, and shouted anwwers that had crept in. "Kristin Lavmake sense if we told you that Bob Kennedy was seen
prove it
event of the year, Homecoming, at the profeeaor via the radio? Fun, ransdatter.That's the name. Good,
S'fact
and
we
can
name
in
mothballs?
Jeannie Collins
(Continued on Page 4)
too. Very good. A novel of medicmay be confined to the caverns of
See you next week
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Let's Dance With
The Old Professor

...

.

...

Reviews & Previews

—

Looking Sideways

.. .

...

A. Man is a combination of
chemicals made to the image
and likeness of a monkey.
"I,
Q. Why did nobody make

-

—

Moron
val Norway. One of the great
works of our generation. It's by
Sigrid Undset.
"By yhosit whatsit?"
"Sigrid Undset. The greatest
living Catholic novelist. Although
a lot of dead ones are still writing," Iadded as an afterthought.
"That's what Ithink, too!" she
said profoundly. "Isn't it terrible?
Gee!"
"An intellectual! I thought to
myself. Should I enlarge on the
poignant loveliness of Kristin for
her to chatter over? No! Should
Itell her of the magnificent descriptive passages in the book, the
harshness, the tenderness and the
reality of the story? No! Never!
"Adios Tomato!" I roared,
springing to my feet and placing
my hand over my heart. "I leave
thee with this thought: Anyone
who slides down bannisters is riding for a fall."
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ON SPORTS Bates, Ex Editor

Chieftain Chatter
By Bill Berridge
" INTEREST HIGH
" BEST BETS
" PROGNOSTICATION

To Return Home

By

Ed "Doc"
SCHWEITZER
Royal Brougham, P-I sports
editor, teaches Sunday School in
liis spare time
Bob Kleckner,
rook football coach at USF, made
13 letters at the same school as
George Karan undergraduate

...
...
little AH-American

amatic,
halfJust what has caused the intense pre-season interest in
back
from Gonzaga and later
the intra-mural softball season? Never in this observer's
Washington Redskins pro-footballthree years at this college have Iseen such interest over v
er, is now at Gonzaga taking PE
sporting venture.
and assisting Puggy Hunton with
Men students, women students, and even professors have Brennan swings in last year's thriller; League play will begin the Bulldog varsity backfield
A good boy to watch is Marvin
approached me and asked when the season starts. They asK Wednesday, March 26th.
Gilberg, sophomore substitute on
questions as to the strength of the teams. Questions are
the WSC basketball club, who is News was recently announced
a
clutch or money player and is that Bill Bates, former sports edito
It's!
appears
strongest
asked as to which
be the
team.
especially good when the chips are tor of The Spectator, will soon be
swell to see such interest,but this poor, bedazzled scrivener
down
While on the subject of back in Seattle. Bill has been in
is hard put to determine the reason.
WSC hoop fanfare we pick them Alaska, where he has been takiiiß
to annex the national title in Kan- it easy since illness laid him low
Last year the league failed to draw at all during the firsc
The last year.
sas City on March 29
half. During the second half interest mounted and towards
team opposing- them who will be Bates, an excellent journalist,
was one of the leaders in the atthe end good sized crowds were watching the games. The With the league set for a fast
the toughest is Arkansas
league intra-mural softtempt
four-team
to put Seattle College on
Credit is due Leo Sullivan, Vince
championship game between the Knights and Sophomores
the map athletically. He worked
ball will get under way Monday,
and
Bob
Heilman
of
the
Keefe
was witnessed by well over a hundred followers who filled March 24, at Collins field.
in hand with "Doc" SchweitSeattle Daily Times, for the fine hand
already
speed
got
spare
teams
are
to
and
zer
for
two years as they, practiThey've
it
is
beThree
of
the
Maybe
around
the
baselines.
given
the stands and stood
the Chief"plugs" they have
cally single handedly, endeavored
set as to lineups and the fourth power to burn plus a new innova- tains, recently
UniLoyola
such
interest
year's
league
cause of the success of last
that
is rapidly getting into shape. Cap- tion in softball— glamour.
versity of Los Angeles plans an to put Chieftain basketball over.
Unfortunately Bill worked a
is being shown.
tained by Joe Deignan this club
The speed department will be eastern barnstorming trip for their little too hard at his interests
hoopsters next year
They had
Or again, it may be that the students, realizing that they has picked up for the nucleus
many of the strongest players in headed by Mr. Murray, S.J. There
this year which were by no means relegated
aren't going to have intercollegiate sports, have contentedI the league last year. For center- is a rumor afloat that this bril- ahighly successful seasonpoints
of to sports and the doctors thumbed
and came within four
themselves with the intra-mural program. Perhaps they field Deignan announced that he liant mathematician once played a Phillips
Oilers, the National AAU him out of school where he could
who was alllive a quieter life. While sports
have come to realize that while the intra-murals may not has Larry McDonnell
a team in champs, losing 41-37
position last year. wicked second base for
star
in
that
were his main love Bill worked
Schmidt,
Francis
former
Ohio
be quite as smoothly played they have p 1c n c y ot spirit Davey Read, who traded off at Butte, Mont. At any rate, he will State coach, signed by the Uni- for whatever would help make the
which makes up for the lack of ability.
second base with Bill Stapleton for be the keystone of the Tramps' versity of Idaho to handle their college bigger and better.
the Sophs last year is slated for in field. Also in this department football fortunes
spirit
here.
A prominent
glad
I
to
see
that
the
is
What ever it is am
the keystone sack. Read holds will be Al Cantil, the Pendleton, coach, Schmidt might swing the
and
root.
pick
your
So
team and come on out
with Ryan and Berridge the rec- Ore., an Alaskan slugger, "Crooked Gem starters back into the win
The Hikers will have the best organized rooting section, j ord of double plays made in a Arm" McArthur who will try to column
If he can't they'd be
SPRING QUARTER
They completed five fill the boots of Smilin' Jack Ter- wise to drop football
Led by those two "fire balls" of activity, Betty Jo and Mary single play.
in one game to set a real target har, and Doodad Robel who will The Seattle College Ski Club
The following P. E. courses
Agnes Sullivan they are getting the whole club behind for future combinations to shoot cavort behind the plate.
would be a successful group if will be offered during the spring
In the power department you more cooperation was shown their quarter:
the team to make plenty of noise and instill plenty of the at.
Joe
an outfielder will find "Larrupping" La Riviere, head, Joe English
McMurray,
They could
Equation
'/i credit
old "do or die" into their team.
year will be Bill Brennan, "Walloper" Ward, enter a team into intercollegiate
for
the
Hikers
last
Softball
1 credit
The Knights will have their twenty-five strong backing battling for an outfield post. Deig- Manager Al Burke, and Jim Pet- competition if they would heed the
Tennis
1 credit
Golf
1 credit
them. And while they may not be heavy in number they nan, himself will also be in the tinger.
advice of Coach English
The pitching assignments will Dick Munson, who officiated a
One two hour peroid is repromise to be plenty potent in vocal ability. The Misfits and outfield. Joe,
Manager
graying premat- be handled by Dan Riley and Dyna- number of Seattle College basket- quired each week in order to
Deignans Ten also have their backers, so verily it looks like urely, with his worries as a man- mike Alfieri. These two say that ball games in the past, has been get credit for these sports.
Badminton, gym, and bowling
a strong league and good crowds to watch it. And that's ager sent out a cry for pitchers. the base hits for the opposition handling a whistle in the southern
between, but division of the Pacific Coast Con- may be continued for a time if
will
be
few
far
anybody
"As
we
haven't
who
and
yet
just what the players like.
Dick sufficient interest is manifested.
claims to be a pitcher. If we can that is a pretty large order.
ference basketball race

. ..

Manager Deignan Feminine Coaches
! Asks For Players To Inspire Hikers,
Or, "The Tramps"

...

...
. ..

.. .
...

...

...

...

Physical Education

...

...

..

_

.

...

dig up a couple of good hurlers Now for the glamour depart- called more irames out of I A than
BERRIDGE S BEST
we will be right in the middle of ment. As if Robel, McArthur, La- any other arbiter
This speaks
Riviere, Alfieri and Co. didn't have well for the calibre of men we
The softballers have chosen saner names for their clubs the fight."
Which reminds Unnamed as yet this club will enough, the management has hired for our games
than were exhibited by the basketeers
hold its first turnout Monday at signed two girl coaches the better Joe McNamee, former SC studus of the four league team which had the names, "Hard- Collins playfield at 2:00 p. m. Any- to inspire the players. Mary Agnes ent,
was drafted by the army this
S. L.| hidden gems who wish to play for Sullivan will wave 'em past first week
boiled", "SoftboUed," "Scrambled," and Fried."
Joe was holding down
Savidges are going great guns back east; and just how good this club can get a tryout at that and Betty Jo Sullivan will wave a second string- backstop job with
time. If you are unable to make 'em in for the runs.
the Seattle Rainiers in spring
does that make the Harlem Globe Trotters who swamped the turnout leave your name with Yes sir, the Tramps are comin' training
camp
A tough break
Skiff decreed Lawrence Deignan or Bill Berridge by Mon- out of the hills and they're lookin' for likeable Mac's baseball chances
them when the two teams met?
fer bar!
Truck Hanna, famous coast
day.
(Continued on Page 4)

.

...

..

. ..

...

Various Sports
List Activities

.. .

_..

No credit, however, will be
given.

. ..

league diamond star, was recently
signed to assist Marty Brill with
the Loyola of LA gridiron stalwarts
Xavier University of Cincinnati,

...

1

...

Ohio, will soon be members of a
new Midwest Collegiate Athletic

(Continued
. ..
THE SMOKE OF SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS GIVES YOU

on page 4)

EXTRA MILDNESS, EXTRA COOLNESS, EXTRA FLAVOR

It begins to look as though swimming will be added to the intramural sports curriculum. Recently
a poster was posted on the bulletin
board for all who were interested
in swimming to sign. The notice
stated that twenty-five signatures
were necessary before this sport
could be started. Signatures appeared quickly and this number
will soon be far exceededif present
interest continues.
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A doctor's certificate will be
necessary for all who wish to swim
if this sport is adopted.
If this sport is begun credit will
be given for it in the other intramural sports. The same requirements, one two-hour period will be
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Beauty, voice, dramatic ability— it
takes more than one talent to click
telev s on ■^lll lC takes inure
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LIGHTS
MIKES
CAMERAS
ALL SET FOR
"AMERICA'S MOST
televised girl"!
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click with televi-

sion actress Sue Read in a cigarette.
"Ismoke Camels," she says."They
combine a grand extra flavor and
extra coolness with '.lie extra mildness that is so essential to me."
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necessary.

On the golfing front a few new
facts have come to light. A set
of clubs was raffled yesterday and
at least one person won't have to
worry about borrowing clubs in
order to take advantage of the sensational arrangement made for S.
C. golfers.
Next Tuesday another professional will be at the K. C. chamber room to give instructions to
beginners, or just plain duffers.
All inexperienced golfers are asked
to take these instructions before
they go out on the designated
courses.

The experienced golfers have
l>een given their cards and are free
to take advantage of them immediately. The courses that these
cards are good for are West Seattle, Jefferson, and Jackson.
Horseback riding enthusiasts

who haven't as yet done so, can
still join the weekly rides by getting in touch with Betty Ann MeKarma or Father Gaffney.
Sessions are held on Thursdays
from 12:45 to 2:45. If enough
show interest a later session will
.■il.su be held for those having late
classes.
If Jimmy Stewart hears a story
that really tickles his soul, he almost falls off his chair
Once
he actually doubled up until his
head was about a foot from the
floor.

. ..

—

W^ GRAND -TASTING

—

than the average of the 4 other largest-selling
cigarettes tested less than any of them according
to independent scientific tests of the smoke itself.

H^

THE SMOKE'S THE THING!

...

Yes,

\

...

Camel
when you smoke the slower-burning cigarette
you have the pleasing assurance of modern laboratorj science
that you'regetting lessnicotine in thesmoke.
—
Not only extra freedom from nicotine but other important extras
as well— extramildness, extra coolness, and extra flavor, too, for Camel's
slower way of burning means freedom from flavor-dullingexcess heat
ami [In- irritating<]ualiries of too-fast burning.
There's economy In Camels, too— extra smoking per pack (seebelow).
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in' BURNING 25% SLOWER
than the average of the \ other
largest-selling brands testedslowerthananj of them Camels
al><> v.\\k- you a smoking plus
equal, <>n the average, to
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THERE ARE NO"RETAKES" in television.

X very night is first night. "That's the thrill of it,"
says Miss Read. "And the thrilling tiling about
Camels to me is that they always taste so good.
nr KL'f t 'rct (>f smo n8 Camels. And they
really are so much cooler and milder."
The more you smoke Camels, the more you'll
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And by the carton, Camels are even more economical.
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EXTRA MILDNESS
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appreciate the freedom from the irritatingquali-

..

of excess heat . the extra mildness and
coolness of Camel's slower-burning costlier tobaccos. And you'll enjoy Camel's full,rich
flavor all the more, knowing— by t lit- word of
lies

extra

independent tests -that you're getting less nicotine in the smoke (see above, left).
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Have You Done Your Part To
Make The Dream Come True?

Pay Up!!
Notice to all Lockerholders.
If fee is not paid for
Spring quarter locker rentage by Wednesday, March
26, the combination on the
locker will be changed.
This notice is given a
week in advance to give
all locker-holders an opportunity to come to the bookstore and pay their fee.
Cooperation is asked of
all the students.

Charles Reed
R. Richards
Frances Rohr
Fred Runnels
Marilyn Savage
Mary Ann Schneider
Marjorie Staples
Bill Stapleton
Suzanne Startup
Edith Strauss
Elaine Sullivan
Jean Sumner
Mary A. Sullivan
Betty Jo Sullivan
Ed Schweitzer
Jack Ternar
Agnes Tooley
Marie Valiquette
Gene Voiland
Tom Ward
wimams
Wallace
Kav
Jack Young

MORE ON

The Lady Or The Tiger?
Romans Have Words For It

Dr. Shannon, a prominent Seattle obsetrician, will be guest
speaker at the Mendel Club on
If the august Oxford Dictionary
Thursday. March 27. Dr. Shannon, speaks uncertainly of the origin
famous throughout Seattle, is conof the Limericks ("said to be ."),
nected with the King County Medto pretend to
ical Association and has his offices who is your scribe
have
Investigators
omnisciene
?
here in the city. His lecture promises to be an outstanding one of found a LJmerick in one of the
the year.
most serious works of St, Thomas;
"At the meeting next Thursday," but it wouldbe to run its lineage
Bill Berard, president of the Men- back rather too far, to make St.
dels, reports, "we shall further dis- Thomas the patron saint of
cuss plans for our annual picnic. LJmerick-writers.
Hobart Wood was chosen head of
Surely the great-grandfather of
the picnic committee at our last all Limericks must be the one
meting and he promises to give us about the young lady of Niger (or
some interesting information on it was it Riga?) who went for a
at this meeting."
they came back
ride on a tiger
from the ride with the lady inside, and a smile on the face of
Though purists and
the tiger
geographers agree that a tiger
Continued from Page 3)
with either Niger or
shall ride the bench. The Republicans also claimed they'd cannot rime
Riga, the young lady continues on
win the presidential election last fall. So what? So, Skiff has her way towards the Higher Unabout the same chance of keeping Lawrence on the bench ity, untroubled by such consideraWonder how Joe Merrick is making out with Minneap- tions. The Romans found words

(Continued from Page 1.)

Frances McGuire
Mary C. McHale
J. W. McLeUand
Ignatia McNeice
Marche Mockley
Cub Morrison
R. E. Morrison
Ray Mongrain
Don Nelson
Betty Odom
Ann O'Shea
John Painter
Madeline Pacquin
Bob Parent
Wade Peterson
Mary Ellen Pettrich
Jim Pettinger
Cliff Pitts
Al Plachta
Foster Palmer
A Quilantang
John Raven
Margaret Rauth
John Read

Mendel Picnic To Be
Planned By Pre-Meds

.

...

More Chieftain Chatter

...

...

Who, when he took out his de-

gralus
And practised at St. Bartholomew's
On St. Partholomew's such as St.

Bartholomew's

Was able to combat dlnalaa.
But the worst is not yet. We
still have to meet
the young man of Japan
Whose poetry never would scan.
His friends said: "The thing
Doesn't go with a awing!"
He said: "Yes, but Itry to put as
many
syllables in the last line as I
possibly can."
And lest hope still linger (for
it springs eternal in the human
breast) we are confronted by the
mathematical Limerickist, proposing and solving a problem in
Limerick form:
If one-third of One you would see.
You'll find that the answer wfll be
Point SSB3
3SSS3

it:
olis. We'll not know for a long time, for letters from Joe are for Puelia
Rigensis ridebat
rarer than sports news here at the college
Could that
Qimm Tigris In tergo vehebat 3353353S
Externe profecta
have been a crack the Seattle Times took at us when they
Interne revecta
mentioned Doc Schweitzers column, and then added about
MORE ON
Sed risus in Ttgri manebat.
his writing sports at the sportsless college
It looks like There is even a Greek version;
we forbear.
that running track Dick Barrettbuilt next door to his home but
The early Limerick, one must
helped; he started with a four-hit victory over Portland.
admit, lacked technique. Its last
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More "On Sports" Ensign Prause Is
(Continued from Page 3.)
Conference . . The proposed conBoy At Heart
ference will have as members, Just

.

The OldProfessor

line was as often at not a mere
repetition of the first.
Well, we wanted to do some
Butler, Miami, Ohio Wesleyan, ToWait a minute until Iget my ouijii board on account ot There were, of course, fine ef- huh?
time,
research
ledo, Ohio University and Mar- his delightful speech with quick |
fects to be obtained by a subtle grabbed work oneKay's so we
a seat at
real colshall
More power to the Mus- smiles and flashes of his lively, because I'm aplannin' to predict the winner of the Softball variation of this method.
league which starts next week.I'm a peekin' into my crystal
lege session of swing.
kie gang and their good foresight eyes.
of
Calais
There was an old man
there spellbound, we
Did you know that two year "In my turn, my duties aboard ball; I
see something. Boy, is she a cutie. Now Isee some- Who was making firecrackers Sitting why
wondered
we ever believed
Kimfullback,
all-Amerkan
John
ship have included Communication thing else; yes, it's the winner of the coveted championship
one day,
that ol 'professor's line, for there
brough of Texas A. M., failed to Officer, Clothing Officer, Athletic
He
his
dropped
cigar
was Mr. Kyser in cap and gown,
earn his numerals as a froeh foot- Officer, and Education Officer. dinner, the Misfits. For the pure and simple reason that they
In the gunpowder jar
only dancing all over the stage,
not
special
duty
now,
capable
pounding
every
opposing
ball candidate?
I'm on
but rather should be
of
team into sub- There WAS an old man of Calais.
managing to lead thehandsomBill Schumann, class of 1940, at expect to be placed on the seal mission, this columr has to favor them.
The modern Limerick gets its but
group of men these eyes ever
St .Martin's College, is now em- patrol soon. We've had some
and impact from many est
Breathing on their necks, ready to upset the apple cart punch
had
beheld. Then up to the mike
ployed with the Pullman Co. in trouble with seal poachers and are
sources. Frequently its appeal is
Chicago
You will remember out to get anyone who tries to if the Misfits should slip, will be the Knights. Presenting to the eye as much as to the ear; came Harry Babbitt, a gentle-man
who hits his sweet high notes left
Tiny as a great football player shoot them!"
as that about
right.
and
Andy Hur- He reflected for a moment be- a little better team defensively, the Knights may sneak in
under Joe Paglia
the young lady Dr.
ney, former St. Martin's and Uni- fore saying, "I entered this life front if they click every time.
Then more musical knowledge
whose X-ray machine really shr.
expounded with the helpful
versity of Oregon football star, is because my ambition was to rescue
was
It
blew
fuse
Deignan's
The dark horse team will be Joe
unnamed outout a
prompting
now coaching at University High, people. One of my most thrilling
of the professor, folas she turned on the Juice
Eugene, Oregon
Fred Petter- experiences occurred last December fit. Tall Joe isn't yet sure who his starting lienup will be. And out of the window It knr. lowed by "Da Fee Widdle Fiddies"
son, St. Martin's and PortlandUni- when Ihad to go over the side to He plans to hold a practice Monday at which time he will
(this was some time ago). Kay,
The vagaries of proper names
versity football luminary of sev- get four men." He tilted both arms
Sully
Mason, and funny man, Ish
especially English ones are a
choose his starters.
eral years ago, now working for a upward displaying a small gold
happy hunting-ground for the Kabibble drew laughs on this
The Hiyu Cole Hikers will present a strong outfit capable Limerick fan. One has to realize novelty lesson.
large nationalice cream concern
shield on either arm. Ensign
Did you know that Father Car- Prause gravely and simply stated, of giving trouble to all opponents. A little weak in a couple that Caius College Cambridge Of course, the main attraction to
mody coached the SC basketballers "All uniforms carry this symbol,
rimes with 'sneeze,' and that a most of the student audience was
back in 1933-34?
The genial this badge, this shield of protec- of spots this club can easily surprise the wise guys if they famous London hospital, St. Bar- scholar Ginny Simms, who wore a
Irish priest is a great champion tion. In peace, we are known for plug these holes. Hitting may be this teams biggest worry. tholomew's, is popualrly knows as metallic creation with long torso
of intercollegiate athletics
our humanitarian work in saving
But to get back to the champs (according to see-it-all Ber- "Bart's," to catch the fine exotic effect. Oh, yes, she sang, too.
Forrest Twogood, former Idaho lives and property; in war, as a
flavor of this bit of "alien corn":
Yes, sir, if Kay Kyser's music
basketballcoach, has applied for a part of the Navy, we are a vital ridge) the Misfits have one of the most powerful clubs to There was a young student of doesn't put you in a rug-cutting
coaching position with Texas link in the protection and defense ever start league play. Ryan, Hunt, McKay, Hardiman. HenCalus
mood, nothing else will.
Christian University
of the American Principles of Lib- dry, et al, form a potent aggregation with a mace and should
Kitty Gorman, line coach at erty!"
cause sleepless nights for the opposing pitchers.
Little is known about Alfieri except that he pitches baseball.
Creighton University, was an allAmerican center for NotreDame in basketball conference selection for
mound
work.
However, there is lots of difference in pitching these two
Hendry and Alfieri are slated to do the
Oregon will be the tough- St. Martin's
1933
Windy has been Hendry was fair on the slab last year and if his control is sports,
and it remains to see how good he is. If he comes out
est football club in the northwest doing most of the feeding off the
Don't say we didn't key slot for the St. Martin's a little better this season watch for him to be a sure winner good the bunting should be awarded to the Misfits.
next fall
Oregon State will
tell you!
win the baseball crown this spring
Washington will not win the
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northern division title in basket. . . Oregon State
ball next
and WSC will battle out for top
honors in the basketball race ...
year
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Your columnist was visited by
Ed Donohoe, Windy Reynolds and
■
Johnny Katica last week
Johnny is a cinch to make all-
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BILTMORE FLORIST
Former Hollywood Florist

Corsages and Flower
Arrangements
Reasonably Priced
Open Evenings and Sundays

Cor. Spring at 12th
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The Marigold Shop
1106 Broadway
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Carries
Smokes, Candies,Ice Cream

and Beverages
COME AND SEE US.

i
"Popcorn"
JOHN SUGA'S
Minute Lunch & Curb
Service
THE
KAUFER
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Catholic Supply House
1904 " 4th Aye., Seattle
Kimarit-M,

Prayerbooluj, etc.
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les, the Fleet smokes a lot of
Chesterfields... and so do millions of other

smokers like yourself. You'll find that
Chesterfields are MILD, the way you want a
cigarette... not flat, not strong. They SMOKE
COOLER . with a decidedly BETTER TASTE.
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